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Abstract
The presented study is inserted on two projects in progress “Mental health, violence and urban global environmental change in the Export Corridor Tamoios – D. Pedro I, São Paulo, Brazil” (FAPESP n. 2012/17173-5), and “Urban Coastal Transformations: Promoting transnational policy development in the governance of environmental quality and crime reduction” (Newton Fund/CONFAP/Research Council UK) both coordinated by the guiding professor. Looking for analyze the cumulative effects on the urban and environmental systems about the occurrence of environmental crimes, employing the reference frame of “urban global environmental changes” in urban communities of Caraguatatuba and Atibaia.
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Introduction
The occupancy of coastal urban space, both in Brasil as in the UK introduce conflicts due territory occupation and the dynamics of economic and social structures that policy makers breast. Therefore, the concern about the environmental quality and crime reduction are present. These conflicts are outcome of expressive changes on economic activities from those areas, both related to industry growth and the tourism spaces demand. Such changes are nurtured the population growth through São Paulo coast and the migration for those coastwise cities have a negative impact both on environmental quality and crime.

Results and Discussion
Inserted in a referential frame of “urban global environmental changes” the present study looks for analyze the cumulative effects of those changes on urban system about the occurrence of environmental crimes in urban communities of Caraguatatuba and Atibaia, discuss the institutional intervention degree and the local communities acclimations. Therefore, the more recurrent environmental crimes data were collect, systematize and analyze. Looking for categorize it on 1997 – 2014 period. The occurrence of environmental crimes was also georeferenced.

Conclusions
The data were collect through search at São Paulo Environmental State Secretary Data Bank, at Environmental Police Regional Offices Data Bank, at CETESB Regional Offices Data Bank and in the files of public ministry, at Atibaia and Caraguatatuba Forums. The environmental crimes data recurrent for the period of study related to the cities present have allowed us to make a widest mapping in the region, also dialogueing with others researchers from the area and from the UK.
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